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Topicality Importance: One of the major objectives of research in  modern training methods
of teaching Russian as a foreign language is to optimize the learning process  which involves
scientifically substantiated  choice  of  methods,  technologies  and  techniques.  Gaming
Technologies  (GT)  can  strengthen  the  efficiency   perception  of  
the educational  learning material,  expand vocabulary, elaborate  the ability to think logically,
develop memory  improvement  habits,  enhance students intellectual activity, raise non-
standard ways of thinking and  ingenuity of ideas.

Goal: is to  study didactic  possibilities  of  GT as  a  way to  revitalize  students’ activity  and
develop methodical recommendations using GT in the process of  teaching Russian to foreign
students. Tasks: 1) is to reveal substantial content  of  the  methodological concept of  ' Game ';
2) to expose the pedagogical essence of game, its educational and developing functions; 3) to
study  sociopsycholinguistic preconditions of  using  Games in teaching  Russian as a Foreign
Language; 4)  to  analyze the experience of  realization of  didactic  games in  the  systematic
technique  of  teaching Russian as a Foreign Language.
The teoretical value is defined by a theoretical study of the relevance usage of GT in the
process of teaching Russian as a Foreign Language, the  possibility of the effective prerequisite
formation   for  the  further  study  and   analysis  of  the increasing use of  GT.
Practical significance: The didactic and educational potential of GT, defined  in the study,
makes it possible to use Games actively in academic and training activities of foreign students.
Results: A number  of   significant  scientific  works  of  outstanding  domestic  and  foreign
psychologists, teachers, methodologists and linguists have been  studied; also the key aspects,
the  possibilities  of  optimizing  the  traditional  process  by  using  GT have  been  defined  and
analyzed.
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